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ESSENTIAL VOCABULARY - 9 
 
1. My son prefers to polish his shoes himself 

rather than ---- on someone to shine them for 
him. 

 
A) inspire 
B) abuse 
C) rely 
D) launch 
E) attribute 

 
 

2. Researchers are currently attempting to 
identify the particular gene or genes that 
might affect a person's ---- to develop 
anorexia nervosa. 

 
A) solution 
B) assumption 
C) dependency 
D) establishment 
E) tendency 

 
 

3. When people lack ---- motivation and put 
nothing more than their hands and feet into 
their work, expectations go unfulfilled, morale 
dwindles, and results disappear. 
 
A) tedious 
B) grateful 
C) sufficient 
D) portative 
E) mediocre 

 
 

4. While I was researching the family history, it 
was such a shock to find that I was ---- related 
to members of the Swedish royal family. 

 
A) distantly 
B) restlessly 
C) brilliantly 
D) generously 
E) enthusiastically 

 
 

5. Wendy wanted to ---- her present, but her 
parents made her wait until after the birthday 
party. 

 
A) regret 
B) abandon 
C) admit 
D) unwrap 
E) amuse 

 
 
 

6. Considering its natural diversity, it is no ---- 
that tourism to Australia is growing at a faster 
rate than to anywhere else. 

 
A) wonder 
B) demand 
C) suggestion 
D) invisibility 
E) recommendation 

 
 
 
 

7. I would never like to live with a ---- cleaner, 
who feels he must clean the floors and dust 
the shelves every day. 

 
A) comfortable  
B) courageous 
C) compulsive 
D) contradictory 
E) collapsible 

 
 
 

8. I don’t understand why some schools make a 
point of teaching American English or British 
English when they are ---- the same 
languages.  

 
A) barely 
B) basically 
C) attentively 
D) considerately 
E) ambiguously 

 
 
 

9. Do you think you can ---- me undo the zipper 
on the back of this rabbit costume? It gets 
stuck sometimes.  

 
A) help 
B) happen 
C) fulfil 
D) regret 
E) waste 

 
 

10. The English spelling system is not based on 
a phonetic ---- between sounds and letters, so 
you will have difficulty writing words that you 
hear.  

 
A) indifference 
B) acceleration 
C) consistency 
D) deterioration 
E) confession 
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11. While some drugs are ---- only on 
prescription in the US, the same drugs are 
illegal in other countries. 

 
A) reliable 
B) available 
C) paralysed 
D) indifferent 
E) ambitious 

 
 
 

12. The actor said that he was ---- sorry for any 
offence his speech may have caused.  

 
A) tactfully 
B) awkwardly 
C) indifferently 
D) commonly 
E) genuinely 

 
 
 
 

13. Although nuts are known to provide a variety 
of cardio-protective benefits, many people 
tend to ---- them for fear of weight gain. 

 
A) supply 
B) avoid 
C) convey 
D) equip 
E) rescue 

 
 
 
 

14. The Turkish diplomat denied the ---- that 
Iran’s nuclear program was being financed 
via Turkey’s banking system. 

 
A) caution 
B) attention 
C) precaution 
D) intention 
E) accusation 

 
 
 

15. Our grandparents spoke Turkish in a 
substantially different way, which shows that 
language change is ---- in all human 
languages. 

 
A) avoidable 
B) exclusive 
C) conclusive 
D) inevitable 
E) particular 

 

16. Your test marks have ---- improved over the 
last semester and so you won’t have much 
trouble passing the course.  

 
A) adversely 
B) remarkably 
C) deliberately 
D) unconsciously 
E) insignificantly 

 
 
 

17. While anorexia typically begins to ---- itself 
during early adolescence, it is also seen in 
young children and adults.  

 
A) appreciate 
B) satisfy 
C) omit 
D) concern 
E) exhibit 

 
 
 

18. The Police said the guard who carried out the 
shooting is still in ---- for questioning. 

 
A) custody 
B) fertility 
C) disaster 
D) disorder 
E) diagnosis 

 
 
 
 

19. Solar energy is ---- and environmentally 
friendly, so light trapping in solar-energy-
harvesting devices is highly important.  
 
A) abundant 
B) affluent 
C) odorous 
D) scarce 
E) collective 

 
 
 

20. By the time the ceremony ended, the sky had 
turned ---- dark. 

 
A) hastily 
B) hesitantly 
C) completely 
D) abundantly 
E) ambiguously 
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21. This is the most intensive language course     
I have ever taken, because I have to study 
four hours every night in order to ---- with the 
pace of the class. 

 
A) put out 
B) rule out 
C) take off 
D) keep up 
E) make up 

 
 
 
22. Anorexia nervosa, which is also ---- simply as 

anorexia, is one type of eating disorder.  
 

A) referred to 
B) relied upon  
C) put off 
D) given rise to 
E) resulted from  

 
 
 
23. My roommate, who never ---- after himself, is 

the messiest boy I have ever known. 
 

A) hands in 
B) picks up 
C) takes away 
D) passes out 
E) breaks into 

 
 
 
24. After the plane to Madrid eventually ----, it had 

been almost three hours since we were on 
board. 

 
A) took off 
B) made out 
C) carried out 
D) took after  
E) looked through 

 
 
 
25. Because the factory worker was in heavy 

debt, and no one was willing to help him out, 
he decided to ---- himself by jumping off the 
bridge. 

 
A) look up to 
B) run out of 
C) watch out for 
D) do away with 
E) come down with 

 
 

26. Most of the people diagnosed as carrying a 
chronic illness ---- similar stages in learning 
how to cope with it. 

 
A) call off 
B) put down 
C) come out  
D) break into  
E) go through 

 
 
 
 
27. I have hired a private accountant because I 

always have problems ---- how much tax I 
should be paying. 

 
A) setting out 
B) looking out 
C) working out 
D) bringing out 
E) wearing out 

 
 
28. You don’t worry! It won’t take our horse a 

long time to ---- the leader. 
 

A) put up with 
B) cut down on 
C) grow out of 
D) catch up with 
E) make up for 

 
 

 
29. During the holy month of Ramadan, the 

illuminated minarets of the mosques in 
Islamic countries ---- against the night sky. 

 
A) carry out 
B) put out 
C) stand out 
D) rule out 
E) bring out 

 
 
 
30. Food that requires more time to digest, or is 

more challenging to ---- in the stomach, steals 
energy from the body.  

 
A) take up 
B) put away 
C) make out 
D) get away 
E) break down 
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31. ---- addition to looking ---- the flowers of these 
Atlantic islands, this natural history tour 
includes whale and dolphin watching and 
bird watching.  

 
A) In / for 
B) For / out  
C) At / into 
D) On / after 
E) Across / at 

 
 
 
32. Dr. Herman is directing the largest 

epidemiological investigation ---- the links ---- 
cardiovascular disease and race. 

 
A) of / within 
B) at / against 
C) on / along 
D) for / across 
E) into / between 
 
 
 

33. Researchers report that pregnancy, contrary 
---- widespread belief, provides no protection 
---- emotional or psychiatric problems. 

 
A) at / with 
B) by / from 
C) about / to 
D) to / against 
E) from / under 
 
 

34. The long-awaited presidential elections 
started in the country that was ---- the brink    
---- chaos. 

 
A) in / at 
B) on / of 
C) by / for 
D) from/ in 
E) to / with 
 
 

35. It is still a mystery how an ordinary worm 
hundreds of millions ---- years ago gave rise 
---- sophisticated bloodsucking leeches 
around the world. 

 
A) of / to 
B) by / off 
C) to / in 
D) with / from 
E) on / against 
 

36. Reconstruction work is ---- way ---- the 
tsunami and the islanders are slowly 
rebuilding their shattered lives. 

 
A) in / since 
B) for / from 
C) about / at 
D) on / across 
E) under / after 
 

37. All branch libraries provide free access ---- 
computer workstations which are connected 
---- the Library's information network.  

 
A) to / to  
B) by / from 
C) at / with 
D) off / about 
E) under / up to 

 
38. Almost all the students ---- the first row near 

the window got an A ---- the test. 
 

A) in / on  
B) on / by 
C) off / into 
D) beside / out 
E) out of / onto 

 
39. The robot at the automobile factory is 

supplied ---- metal and plastic but can make 
nothing useful ---- some instructions. 

 
A) to / from 
B) on / with 
C) by / about 
D) off / under 
E) with / without  

 
40. About 20 million households ---- the US rely 

----- natural gas to provide much needed 
heat and power. 
 
A) across / in 
B) underneath / for 
C) amongst / by 
D) throughout / on  
E) within / between 

 
ANSWER KEY 

1 C 9 A 17 E 25 D 33 D 
2 E 10 C 18 A 26 E 34 B 
3 C 11 B 19 A 27 C 35 A 
4 A 12 E 20 C 28 D 36 E 
5 D 13 B 21 D 29 C 37 A 
6 A 14 E 22 A 30 E 38 A 
7 C 15 D 23 B 31 A 39 E 
8 B 16 B 24 A 32 E 40 D 
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